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Since  the  late  1990s  high  body weight  is  perceived  as  the  most  important  public  health

problem. It is made responsible for a variety of diseases as well as social problems. In this

context  the  discipline  of  Public  Health  is  actively  encouraging  weight  discrimination  by

presenting the “obesity epidemic” as a threat to the people’s health as well as the public health

system. 

The problem of weight discrimination is slowly recognised in Public Health but hasn’t yet had

any  consequences  on  the  orientation  of  the  discipline  towards  weight  reduction.

Predominantly it is believed within Public Health that a sensitive approach towards people of

size can prevent weight discrimination and provide a safe way to weight loss simultaneously.

Thus teaching Health at Every Size in a Public Health curriculum is a big challenge since it

questions core belief systems of the discipline. At the same time the focus on health can be

used as a door opener to access Public Health but without theoretical underlining it bears the

risk of promoting a further distinction between “good” (health conscious) and “bad” people of

size. 

Therefore teaching HAES in Public Health should include a focus on civil rights. The right to

non-discrimination  and  full  participation  should  be  presented  as  an  unalienable  right  for

people of all sizes, regardless of possible reasons for and results of their body weight. To

establish this perception it helps to draw comparisons between and learn from other societal

groups like LGBT or people with disabilities who fight and fought against their discrimination

and who times faced and often still face pathologization comparable to people of size. For

instance it wasn't before 1993 that the WHO drew homosexuality of their ICD list. And the

idea behind the social model of disability is extremely relevant for people of high body weight

when it comes to issues such as the right to access in all aspects of public life including the

labor market.

The presentation gives an overview of the discussion within Public Health regarding weight

discrimination and the HAES-approach with a special focus on intersectionality. Furthermore

it will give insight in the experiences of teaching HAES in a Public Health curriculum at a

German university.


